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Abstract. Open government data initiatives result in the expectation of having open data
available. Nevertheless, some potential risks like sensitivity, privacy, ownership, misinterpretation, and misuse of the data result in the reluctance of governments to 0understand the mechanisms resulting in risk when opening data. This study is aimed at developing a Bayesian-belief
Networks (BbN) model to analyse the causal mechanism resulting in risks when opening data.
An explanatory approach based on the four main steps is followed to develop a BbN. The model presents a better understanding of the causal relationship between data and risks and can
help governments and other stakeholders in their decision to open data. We use the literature
review base to quantify the probability of risk variables to give an illustration in the interrogating process. For the further study, we recommend using expert's judgment for quantifying the
probability of the risk variables in opening data.
Keywords: Bayesian-belief Networks, causality, open data, relationship, explanatory
model, risks, sensitivity, privacy, ownership, misinterpretation, misuse
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Introduction

The expectations to gain access to public data have increased extensively over the last few
years [1]. The creation of transparency, accountability, citizen engagement, and to enable busi-

ness innovation are the main drivers for governments to open more their data [2-4]. The public
expects governments to release their dataset for reaping the many benefits of opening data. For
example, parents can explore open datasets from the government’s portal to find the quality of
educational institutes for their children. Foreigners can access open tourism datasets to decide
some alternative destinations for their vacations.
Although initiatives to open data can create many benefits, they might also create disadvantages [1, 5]. Risks refer to the chance that these disadvantages come true and its impact.
Potential risks include inaccuracy, sensitivity, privacy, inconsistency, and misuse of data. These
risks result in the reluctance of governments to open their data [1]. In addition, two other reasons why governments and data providers are tend not to open their data: (1) opening public
and/or private data are a comprehensive insight that may also able to meet risks like inappropriate interpretation of the data [4], and (2) a mistake in translating data or misuse of the data
can endanger the reputation of data providers [6]. Governments sometimes also need a huge
effort to investigate and analyze the cause and effect in terms of the opening data. Cause refers
to an event or action of the risk in opening data that induces something else to occur. Effect
means an event or action in releasing a dataset that occurred as a consequence of another event
or action. For example, because of the inappropriate visualization of a dataset in government’s
portal information (as a cause), then the public will tend to misinterpretation of the dataset released (as an effect). Unfortunately, at this moment, the investigation of the risk in opening data
and to what disadvantages the opening of data might result is not well-understood yet.
Bayesian-belief Network (BbN) is a method presented in this study because it allows constructing a causality relationship model between risk and effect variables [1, 7]. The use of a
BbN in the risks analysis can provide explanations how the disadvantages of the opening of
data are created. The BbN is able to capture the strength of causal links to define the cause under uncertainty variables [8, 9], and to visualize the possible consequences of the risks [10].
The consequences of the risks are the disadvantages and the impact of our situation. In this
study, we develop an explanatory model as an approach to understand the relationship and influence factors of the risks in opening data. The explanatory processes follow four main steps
[11]. To begin with, we require defining the risk variables and its relationships. Next, a network
structure of the risks is developed showing how the variables interrelated. In the third step, we
interrogate the model to obtain the understand the sensitivity of variables, and finally, the relationship diagrams are developed to enable to communicate the outcomes to stakeholders. The
model is illustrated using health patient records dataset to analyze and to understand the relationship of causality factors of the risks in opening data.
The objective of the research presented in this paper is to develop a Bayesian-belief Network
model for understanding the causal mechanisms of the risks in opening data. The purpose of the
explanatory model is to enhance the understanding of governments and data providers of the
potential risks in opening data and why these risks occur. This paper is systematically composed of five sections. In section 1, the research drivers were described, section 2 contains re-
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lated works for BbN in risk assessment. In Section 3 the research approach taken in this study
is explained. In Section 4, the development of a BbN is step-by-step presented, and finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2

Related work

The BbN model was introduced for the first time in the field of risk management for terrorism
threats [12]. In the second area, a BbN theory was implemented in a research related to the determination and fire mitigating actions [13]. Literature was reviewed to investigate the use of
BbN for risk assessment. Table 1 shows seven related domains in which BbN was used to analyze the potential risks. Only one paper is related to the opening data (see paper number 4).
They proposed a model to weigh the potential risks and benefits of opening data. However, this
paper did not focus on how to construct a BbN causality model to analyze the risks of opening
data. The scientific contribution of this paper originates from developing a conceptual model of
causality between risk variables in opening data.
Table 1. Related works in risks analysis using Bayesian-belief networks

1

2

3

4

Domain of the
Description
study
Bank
A case study to develop valid statistical
models to measure, and predict such
operational risks using Bayesian networks in the Basel Banking.
Health
A presentation of health risks in the
area of non-carcinogenic substances for
non-critical organs and the additive
assumption for multiple hazardous substances affecting the same organ.
Smartphones
A discussed related to the information
security and risk assessment of
smartphone use in Finland.
Open data
An iterative process of decision support model to weigh the potential risks
and benefits of opening data.

Sourc
e
[14]

[15]

[10]

[1]
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Research Approach

In this study, we will develop an explanatory BbN for the opening data. We adopted four main
steps to develop a causality and relationship of the risk variables [11], as visualized in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Step-by-step of the Bayesian-belief Network development model
 Step 1. Define the risk variables. First of all, we conducted the literature review to identify
the possible types of risk related to the opening data. Then, we classified the risk into several
categories to make a singular variable of the risk for classifying the cause and effect elements. To make clear understanding and to avoid misinterpretation of the risk definition, we
described the risks elements.
 Step 2. Develop a network structure. In this stage, a BbN structure is developed to present
a set of risks elements that influence the potential disadvantages of releasing a dataset and
provide its relationships. The parent node is a single element of the risk variable that influenced by a single or some causes variable. There are three sub-steps were followed to identify sub-nodes and their relationship. Sub-nodes and its relationships are possible to be repeated several times during the constructing a BbN.
─ Sub-step 2.a: identify the key elements. The key elements will become parent nodes of the
top level node. The objective of this sub-step is to construct further sub-elements of the
risk variables influencing them.
─ Sub-step 2.b: identify the remaining elements. This sub-step is to describe the causality of
the various risk elements until the lowest of levels is generated. For example, Data Misuse
(Z) is a parent node that influenced by two sub-nodes namely Data Sensitivity (X) and Data Ownership (Y).
─ Sub-step 2.c: identify the relationship. The objective of this sub-step is to identify the various nodes includes key elements, remaining elements based on their influences on each
other. The relationship knowledge, in this work, will be identified from the literature
based.
 Step 3. Interrogate the model. This step is aimed to interrogate the sensitivity and influence
of variables on the risks. Sensitivity means that the responsiveness of each node or variable
in the network structure is analyzed using a systematic approach to express the trigger variables [10, 11]. While the influence tends to analyze the frequency of impacts of the parent
nodes on their respective child nodes by identifying their influential elements. The expected
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result of this step is to provide a better understanding of the most significant elements of the
risks in opening data.
 Step 4. Communicate the model. The final process of the BbN development in this study is
how to communicate the resulting network model. In this paper, we utilize the relationships
diagram to describe the results visually.
4

An Illustration: development of a Bayesian-belief Networks

In this section, we give an illustration to show the relationships of influence risks variable in
opening data. The four steps explained in the research approach are followed. We illustrated
using a Health Patient Record dataset to analyze the possibility of risks. The dataset, for instance, consists of some attributes like name_of_patient, date_of_birth, address, and
phone_number. The scenario is government want to analyze the potential risk of the attributes
before it released. By constructing a BbN, the government is able to understand the causality
and its relationships of the risk element.
4.1

Define the risk variables

Open data have been shown to contribute to society through several programs of the governments of many countries in recent years [16]. Nevertheless, along with the benefits of implementing the disclosure of data, potential risks of opening data are emphasized [17-19]. The
risks are classified into five categories, as presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Type of risks in opening data
Category
1

Data inaccuracy

2

Data misuse

Description

Sour
ce
Data inaccuracy can occur when the [18,
data providers release their data. 20,
Some of the causes of data inaccura- 21]
cy include: (a) data entry mistake by
the users or data operators, (b)
flawed data entry process, (c) the null
problem with the value of the data,
and (d) deliberate error when the users enter a wrong value of the data.
This category can affect the quality
of the data.
Data disclosure can make personal or [18,

3

4

5

individual data identifiable by combining several datasets. Some cause
misuses of the data are: (a) discredit
personal profile, (b) access as unauthorized users, and (c) diminish the
government’s or company’s reputation. This situation influencing the
data privacy.
Data sensitivity
Releasing data can include sensitive
attributes. Personal identity elements
like full name, date of birth, address,
and phone number are possible to be
analyzed by the users. This category,
influencing the data privacy and data
violation.
Data incomplete- Opening incomplete data, create
ness
misunderstanding about the meaning
of the data. The caused elements of
this category are (a) the anonymity of
the data source, (b) inappropriate
aliases formula, and (c) mismatch of
the attribute relationships. This situation is also possible influencing the
data quality and data misinterpretation.
Data misinterpreta- Publishing data by governments or
tion
companies are possible to drive a
misinterpretation of the data. The
causes factors of this category are:
(a) insufficient domain expertise, (b)
important variables are omitted, (c)
inappropriate data visualization, and
(d) error of attribute correlation. The
effect of this risk category is influencing the data quality and data incompleteness.

2224]

[18,
25]

[18,
22,
23,
25,
26]

[1719,
23,
27]
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4.2

Develop a network structure

In this step, we begin to develop a BbN structure to identify the causes and relationships between risk elements. In step 1, define the risk variables, we have identified five main categories
of the risk in opening data. Based on the cause-and-effect for each category, a BbN structure is
created. To do so, there are three sub-steps to make a detail action of this process, as follows:
(1) Identify the key elements. From the identified of the risk elements, we need to classify
which are the parent nodes in particular, (2) Identify the remaining elements. After the parent
and the child nodes have identified, we then make a connection between the parent and child as
the one to one or one to many connectivity, and (3) Identify the relationships. The main objective of this process is to make a relationship between parent nodes to other parent nodes become a network a relationship. This step can be processed in several iterations until the lowest
sub-node is identified and correlated.
 Sub-step 2.a. Identify the key elements. We identified parent nodes of the top level nodes
for each of the five categories.
─ Data inaccuracy parent node. Factors like a data entry mistake, flawed data entry process,
the null problem, and deliberate error as the influencing factors are sub-elements.
─ Data misuse parent node. The cause elements of this category are discredited personal profile, unauthorized user, and diminish reputation.
─ Data sensitivity parent node having personally identifiable, as a single sub-element.
─ Data incompleteness parent node. The anonymity of data source, inappropriate aliases
formula, and the mismatch of attribute relationship are the influencing factors.
─ Data misinterpretation parent node. The insufficient of domain expertise, omitted important variables, inappropriate data visualization, and error of attribute correlation are all
sub-elements of data misinterpretation.
 Sub-step 2.b. Identify the remaining elements. From the parent node and sub-elements
constructed in Sub-step 2a, we made the connection between the variables. The correlation of
each node and sub-elements show the relationship of the risks elements until the lowest of
levels.
 Sub-step 2.c. Identify the relationships. In this step, the effect elements of the parent nodes
are constructed. There are three attributes influenced by the parent nodes. First, data quality
is affected by the data inaccuracy, data misinterpretation, and data incompleteness. Second,
data privacy is influenced by the data misuse, and data sensitivity. Finally, single data violation is affected by the data sensitivity. The causal network structure and its relationship is
visualized in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Causality Model of the risks in Opening Data
4.3

Interrogate the model

After the BbN structure is developed, we interrogated the resulting model by distributing the
probabilities for each node and sub-elements. The objective of this step is to interrogate the
sensitivity level the risk elements and to present the highest and the lowest probabilities of the
risks. We designed using the literature review base to quantify the value of each risk element.
We divided the value of the probabilities into three options: Yes, Neutral, and No.
Figure 4 presents the causality and relationships between risk variables in opening data.
Based on the literature review, we quantified both cause and effect nodes. To illustrate, we
gave values for Data Misuse parent node (Yes=0.63; Neutral=0.26, No=0.11). For cause variables, we identified that the value of sub-nodes as follows: (1) Discredited personal profile
(Yes=0.66; Neutral=0.22, No=0.12), (2) Unauthorized user (Yes=0.49; Neutral=0.32,
No=0.19), and (3) Diminish reputation (Yes=0.65; Neutral=0.11; No=0.24). Next, we require
quantifying the Data Privacy variable as the parent node of Data Misuse with (Yes=0.65; Neutral=0.20; No=0.15). In this case, we can assume that some attributes of health patient records
as a given dataset in this illustration has 0.65 or 65% the potential risks when it decided to publish.
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Fig. 3. Causality of the risk elements relationships in opening data
4.4

Communicate the model

The final step of the BbN model is to create a model that can be communicated to stakeholders
like decision-makers, policy-makers, and data providers. In further research, we will develop a
comprehensive explanation of the model’s development in line with the various types of analysis formats [10, 11]. There are some approaches to disseminate the data to the public. For example, data visualization platforms like graphs, charts, histogram, or scatter plot are able to
help the stakeholders to use the models in practice [11].
5

Conclusion

The public expects governments and data providers to open their data for reaping the benefits.
However, behind the merits of releasing the data, the governments are often reluctant to open
their data due to possible disadvantages. Disadvantages like low data quality, individual identification, and opening inaccurate data are the main drivers of government for not opening their
data. The risk elements are used for determining the exposure to these disadvantages. At the
same time, the causality and relationships between the potential of the risk elements are not
investigated yet. In this paper, we derive a Bayesian-belief Network (BbN) to construct a causal
model of the risk in opening data. The explanatory model consists of four main steps. First,
define the risk variables and its relationship. Second, a network structure of the risk is constructed. In the third step, we interrogate the model to obtain the current sensitive analysis, and

finally, we require to communicate the model using relationship diagram to provide the new
knowledge to the stakeholders in terms of the risks analysis in opening data. The main purpose
of the model is to present the better understanding of the governments and other stakeholders in
decision analysis. For example, from the illustration presented in this paper, we noticed that
governments need to consider the data privacy issues including its causes and relationships.
The limitation of this study is using the literature review base to quantify the risk variables to
give an illustration in the interrogating step. For the further research, we recommend using expert's judgment for quantifying the probability of the risks variables in opening data.
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